Custom Product Label Marketplace Add-On V5.0.2

Introduction
With the help of this extension, the admin can create a different type of label for their
products. And the admin can also give access to the seller to create and display
various labels on their products as well.
The admin and the sellers can create the labels and can add those labels to their
products. The labels are like a sale label, new arrival label, exclusive label, out of the
stock label.
It will be beneficial in attracting the customer’s attention towards the specific
product.
Note: This module is an add-on to Webkul Multi-Vendor Marketplace. So, before
using this module, the admin must have to installed Webkul Multi-Vendor
Marketplace.

FeaturesThe admin can create labels for their products.
The admin can also allow the seller to create labels for their products as well.
Seller’s labels can be approved/disapproved by the admin.
The admin can also edit the labels of the seller.
The seller and the admin both can add the labels to their products.
The admin can decide the supported extensions for the label image.
The admin can set the transactional e-mail for the label approval or disapproval
request.
The labels on the product will display on category pages and product pages.
The admin can set the dimension of the label.

The admin can allow the seller to manage the dimension of their labels.
This module helps to promote admin and seller products.
The admin and the seller can create unique product labels with different logo
and name.

Module Configuration
After the successful installation of the module, the admin can navigate towards
Marketplace Management > Custom Product Labels > Manage Product
Label to add the labels for their products, as per the below image:

Here, the admin can add a new label by hitting the Add Product Label button and
can also edit the existing labels by selecting Edit under Action button.
The admin can also edit sellers label.
If the admin clicks on the Add Product Label, then various options will appear to
create a new label as per below image:

Label Details:
Label Title- The admin can decide the name of the label.
Position- The position of the label can be defined here as, Top-Right, Top-Left,
Bottom-Right, or Bottom-Left.
Status- The label can be Disabled/Enabled by the admin.
Width Of Label For Product Page- The admin can decide the width of the label on
the product page.
Height Of Label for Product Page- The height of the label on the product page can
decide from here.
Width Of Label for Category Page- The admin can decide the width of the label
on the category page.
Height Of Label for Category Page- The height of the label on the category page
can decide from here.

Label Image- The admin can upload the image of the label.
Now, the admin can also allow the seller to create labels for their products, by
navigating through Stores > Configuration > Webkul > Product Label as per
below image:

General Settings
Allow Seller To Manage Product Label- From here, the admin can decide whether
the access to create product label to the seller or not.
Label Approval Required- If Yes, then the label added by the seller needs to be
approved by the admin.
Label Edit Approval Required- If Yes, then the label edited by the seller needs to
be approved by the admin.

Allowed Extensions For Images- Here the admin can decide the extension of the
label images, which the seller can add.
Allow Seller to Manage Label Dimensions- If yes, then the seller can decide the
dimensions of their labels.
Or else the admin has to determine the size.
After that below are the fields, which the admin needs to fill:
Width Of Label For Product Page- The admin can decide the width of the label
added by the seller on the product page.
Height Of Label For Product Page- The height of the label added by the seller on
the product page can decide from here.
Width Of Label For Category Page- The admin can decide the width of the label
added by the seller on the category page.
Height Of Label For Category Page- The height of the label added by the seller on
the category page can decide from here.

Product Label Transactional Emails

Label Approval Request To Admin Template- The admin will receive the label
approval request email, whenever the seller add a new label.
Edit Label Approval Request To Admin Template- The admin will receive an
email, whenever the seller edit their label.
Label Approval Mail To Seller Template- The seller will get a mail whenever the
label is approvedby the admin.
Label Disapproval Mail To Seller Template- The seller will get a mail, when the
label is disapproved by the admin.

Creation Of Label- Seller End
After the approval of the admin, the sellers can also generate the labels for their
products.
For that, the seller needs to open their dashboard and navigate towards Custom
Product Label > Add New Label as per the below image:

Here, the seller needs to enter:
The name of the label under Label title.

The position of the label can be defined by the seller on the product such as
Top-Right, Top-Left, Bottom-Right, or Bottom-Left on the product page and
category page under “Position”.
Upload image- Here, the seller needs to enter the image of the label.
If the admin has enabled “Allow Seller To Manage Label Dimensions”, then some
extra fields will appear at the seller-end while creating a label.
Such as, to enter the height and width of the label for the category and the product
page.

Here the seller can decide the dimension of their label as per their requirement.

Label Assignment- Seller-End
For assigning the labels to the product on the category page and the product page,
the seller needs to navigate through:
Products > My Product List > Edit > Product Label Image
and then can select any one label from the labels created by them.

The seller can also add the label to the product while creating the product.

Label Assignment- Admin-End
After the creation of the labels, the admin can assign those labels to the products by
navigating towards:
Catalog > Products > Edit > Product Label Image

Note: The admin can only use the labels created by themselves.

Although, in the product label list, the admin can see all the label created by the
sellers.
The admin can also add the label to the product while creation of the product.

Front-View- Product Labels
The customer can see the labels added on the product by the admin and the seller at
the category page and the product page.
Product Labels On Category Page:

Product Label On Product Page:

That’s all for Marketplace Product Label, still have any issue feel free to add a
ticket and let us know your views to make the module better
https://webkul.uvdesk.com/

